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ABSTRACT. Sugarcane breeding programs have been adapting to a
new market demand: aside from high sucrose yield per hectare, the
sector needs new cultivars with higher fiber percentages. The selection
of sugarcane clones based on phenotype alone is a complex task. The
selected clones should display high performance in a series of yieldand quality-related traits. Selection indices can provide information
about which clones can best combine the traits of agronomic interest.
In this study, different selection indices were evaluated in a population
of 220 clones. The following traits were evaluated: weight of 10 stalks
with straw, weight of 10 stalks with no straw, tons of cane per hectare
with straw, tons of cane per hectare with no straw, sucrose content,
fiber percentage, and tons of fiber per hectare. The selection indices
of Smith (1936) and Hazel (1943) and Mulamba and Mock (1978),
the base index (Williams, 1962), and the index of Pesek and Baker
(1969) were used. The selection index of Mulamba and Mock (1978)
without economic weight estimates, the index of Mulamba and Mock
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with economic weights based on heritability, and the index of Pesek
and Baker (1969) with the desired gains based on genetic standard
deviations were efficient for the selection of energy cane clones with
good fiber yield, sucrose content, and tons of cane per hectare.
Key words: Bioenergy; Second-generation ethanol; Biomass; Fiber;
Quantitative genetics; Saccharum spp

INTRODUCTION
In the search for technologies with lower environmental impact and the growing
demand for new sources of renewable fuels, sugarcane is considered the most important raw
material for bioenergy production (Matsuoka et al., 2014).
The commercial potential for the production of biofuels derived from sugarcane can
be increased 40 to 50% by the inclusion of lignocellulose bagasse in the production of secondgeneration ethanol (Waclawovsky et al., 2010; Dias et al., 2012). With this production increase,
second-generation ethanol has become a promising alternative for overcoming challenges
such as high production costs and acreage limitation (Santos et al., 2016).
According to Bull and Glasziou (1963), species of the genus Saccharum have the
following descending order of fiber accumulation: S. robustum, S. spontaneum, S. sienese,
and S. officinarum. The same authors noted that the lower the fiber content, the higher was
the sucrose content, since sucrose accumulation was favored during the selection process of
the Saccharum complex. Of all studied species, S. spontaneum and S. officinarum contributed
most to the development of varieties for sugar production (D’Hont et al., 1995).
The sugarcane clones obtained in the breeding program were classified by Tew and
Cobill (2008) into three ideotypes: conventional sugarcane, with approximately 13% sugar
and 12% fiber content; energy cane type I, with equal to or slightly lower sugar content but
higher fiber content (17%) than conventional sugarcane; and energy cane type II, with low
sugar yield (5%) and high fiber content (30%).
Since selection for energy cane involves the simultaneous evaluation of different
agronomic traits, the traits of fiber content, sugar production, and cane per hectare must be
associated with a single value to facilitate decision making for breeders during the selection
process. In this sense, the selection indices establish a numerical value, serving as an extra
theoretical parameter in order to combine the traits of interest (Cruz et al., 2012). This enables
the selection of genotypes that simultaneously combine a number of desirable traits (Miranda
et al., 2015).
One of the first indices for plant breeding was proposed by Smith (Smith, 1936), and
subsequently adapted for animal breeding by Hazel (Hazel, 1943). The Smith-Hazel index,
also known as classical selection index, conditions the determination of the economic value of
each trait, as well as the genotypic and phenotypic variances and covariances for each pair of
traits (Smith, 1936; Hazel, 1943).
Over the course of time, several researchers have suggested modifications to the
classical index. The weighting of the phenotypic values by their respective economical weights
was proposed by Williams (1962) in order to avoid inaccuracies associated with the variance
and covariance matrices. Pesek and Baker (1969) suggested the replacement of economic
weights by the desired gains for traits of interest. For the index of Mulamba and Mock (1978),
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no economic weights or estimates of variance and covariance matrices need to be established,
although economic weights can be assigned for a better distribution of selection gains among
traits.
Several studies in the literature have analyzed conventional sugarcane selection indices
(Pillai and Ethirajan, 1993; Pedrozo et al., 2009; Almeida et al., 2014), although to date, the
viability of these indices for the selection of energy cane clones has not been corroborated.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the feasibility of different indices for the
selection of energy cane type I clones to contribute to the choice of the best selection strategy
for sugarcane breeding programs.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Plant material
The breeding program of the Inter-University Network for the Development of
Sugarcane Industry (RIDESA) has invested efforts in the development of energy cane
cultivars, continuing with the selection of 50 full-sib families derived from crosses between
S. spontaneum and S. robustum accessions, the República Brasil cultivars (RB), and cultivars
from other breeding programs.
At the end of the first selection cycle (phase T1), 220 clones were forwarded to the
following cycle, where 199 were selected from the 22 best families (crosses) and 21 from
17 other families by mass selection. The 220 clones formed the first generation of clonal
selection and were evaluated in the second test phase (T2). The experiment with these 220
clones was carried out at an experimental station of the Federal University of Paraná, in the
city of Paranavaí, Paraná, Brazil.
The experiment was arranged in an incomplete block consisting of 39 full-sib families.
Each of the 10 blocks consisted of 22 different clones, and the experimental plots consisted of
two 5-m rows (1.4 m between rows) in which 18 buds per meter were planted.

Phenotypic evaluation
The following traits were evaluated: number of cane stalks (NS), counting all clumps
per plot; weight of 10 stalks with no straw (W10Sns; in kg), by weighing 10 stalks per plot
with no straw and tips; and weight of 10 stalks with straw (W10Sws; in kg), by weighing 10
randomly collected stalks per plot.
From a sample of five strawless stalks per plot, the fiber percentage (FIB) and
percentage of sucrose content (SC) were determined at a sugar mill, according to the technical
standards for evaluation of the sugar cane quality established by Conselho de Produtores de
Cana-de-Açúcar e Álcool do Estado de São Paulo (CONSECANA, 2006).
Based on the results, we estimated the traits tons of cane per hectare with no straw
(TCHns) as

TCHns = ((CW 10ns /10) xNSx(10000 / 7)) /1000
tons of cane per hectare with straw (TCHws) as
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TCHws = ((CW 10cp /10) xNSx(10000 / 7)) /1000

(Equation 2)

and tons of fiber of cane with straw per hectare (TFHws) as

TFHws = (TCHws x FIB ) /100

(Equation 3)

Statistical analysis
The variance components and breeding values were estimated by the procedure of
restricted maximum likelihood/best linear unbiased prediction (REML/BLUP), according to
the adjusted model:

y = Xr + Zf + Wb + Sc + e

(Equation 4)

where y is the data vector; r is the vector of fixed effects (replication) added to the general
mean; f is the vector of the effects of full-sib families (random); b is the vector of effects
of incomplete blocks (random); c is the vector of clone effects within the full-sib family
(random); and e is the error or residue vector (random). The capital letters (X, Z, W, and S)
represent the incidence matrices for the effects of r, f, b, and c, respectively. For this analysis,
we used model 182 of the Selegen-REML/BLUP (Resende, 2007) software.
2
The broad-sense heritability ( hg ) is given by:

hg2

2
σ 2fam + σ clo
/ fam
=
2
σf

(Equation 5)

where σ fam is the total variance between full-sib families; σ clo / fam is the variance of clones
2
within full-sib families; and σ f is the phenotypic variance.
2

2

Selection strategies
The applied selection indices were: Smith (1936) and Hazel (1943), Mulamba and
Mock (1978), the basic index (Williams, 1962), and Pesek and Baker (1969).
The indices of Smith (1936) and Hazel (1943), Mulamba and Mock (1978), and
Williams (1962) were used without assigning economic weight, although equal weights
including the genetic standard deviation (GSD), coefficient of genetic variation (CGV), and
broad-sense heritability (H) were also assigned.
Another economic weight applied was the trait of highest mean in the index, such as a
numerator of the ratio of the other traits, including the trait itself (PROP), so that the trait with
the highest mean has a weight of 1 and the weight with the lowest mean has a weight higher
than 1. Therefore, if the order of the means of the three traits is X1 > X2 > X3, the weight for
each trait will be the result of the ratios X1/X1, X1/X2, and X1/X3, respectively.
The above economic weights were used as desired gains for the Pesek-Baker index
(1969), to which gains equal to 1 (W1) were also attributed. Direct selection was applied (DS)
Genetics and Molecular Research 16 (1): gmr16019535
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for each trait, considering the mean increase. For all strategies, the applied selection rate was
10% (22 clones).
Software Genes was used for all selection strategies (Cruz, 2013). The correlation
estimates between genotypic values and coincidence rate were carried out with R software (R
Development Core Team, 2015). To improve visualization of the relationships between the
clones selected by the different selection strategies, a network graph was built using Gephi
open source software (Bastian, et al., 2009).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The deviance analysis indicated a significant effect of genotypic variance for all
studied traits, suggesting the presence of genetic variability in the clonal population (Table 1).
Table 1. Estimation of variance components and genetic parameters for the following traits: weight of 10
stalks with straw (W10Sws), weight of 10 stalks with no straw (W10Sns), tons of cane per hectare with straw
(TCHws), tons of cane per hectare with no straw (TCHns), sucrose content (SC), fiber percentage (FIB), and
tons of fiber per hectare (TFHws).
W10Sws (kg)
6.73

W10Sns (kg)
5.7

TCHws (Mg/ha)
458.22

TCHns (Mg/ha)
423.83

SC (%)
1.74

FIB (%)
0.84

TFHws (Mg/ha)
8.37

 bl2

0.04

 clo / fam

1.5

0.18

2.18

28.25

0.05

0.01

0.06

1.05

185.83

125.6

0.32

0.26



2
g

3.7



2
e

8.23*

6.75*

644.05*

549.43*

2.06*

1.10*

12.07*

10.77

7.66

1307.0

903.4

2.35

1.84



2
f

25.97

19.04

14.6

1953.24

1481.08

4.46

2.94

38.1

h fam

0.35 ± 0.11

0.39 ± 0.12

0.23 ± 0.09

0.29 ± 0.1

0.39 ± 0.12

0.29 ± 0.1

0.22 ± 0.09

hg2

0.43

0.46

0.33

0.37

0.46

0.37

0.32

AC gen

0.66

0.66

0.73

0.76

0.65

0.69

0.75

Cvgi

18.71

22.79

13.54

17.32

14.51

6.43

12.96

Cve

23.67

26.41

22.87

25.29

16.9

9.51

22.82

Mean

13.87

10.48

158.1

118.85

9.08

14.24

22.33

Parameters1

 2fam
2

2

Variance between families (σ fam ) , variance between blocks (σ ), variance of clones within families (σ clo / fam ) ,
2
2
2
environmental variance (σ e ) , individual phenotypic variance (σ f ) , mean family heritability ( h fam ) , broad-sense
2
heritability ( hg ) , genetic accuracy ( AC gen ), coefficient of genetic variation (Cv gi ), coefficient of environmental
variation (Cve ), and overall mean (mean). *Significant at 5% probability according to the deviance analysis.
1

2

2
bl

2

The accuracies were moderate to high, varying from 65 to 76%, which indicates a
good correlation between the predicted genotypic mean and the real values of plants, enabling
genetic gains by clonal selection (Resende and Duarte, 2007) (Table 1).
The broad-sense heritability estimates ranged from 0.33 to 0.46, respectively,
for TCHns and SC (Table 1); values considered average by Resende (2002). Broad-sense
heritability is an important parameter; when the variability from the initial cross is exploited,
its magnitude is directly related to the possible selection gains in the different phases of the
program (Zhou and Joshi, 2012). The environmental variation coefficients for the seven
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evaluated traits varied from 9.51 to 26.41%, which is considered low to medium according to
Pimentel-Gomes (2009), indicating good experimental precision (Table 1).
The correlation between genotypic values was high for W10ws and W10ns (rvg =
0.95), indicating a high degree of statistical linear association between the two traits (Figure
1). According to Dancy and Reidy (2011), the intensity of the correlation coefficients, positive
or negative, can be classified roughly as: zero (0), weak (0.1-0.3), moderate (0.4-0.6), strong
(0.7-0.9), or perfect (1). Since the weights of 10 stalks with and without straw were multiplied
by the same number of stalks to estimate tons of cane per hectare with and without straw,
respectively, a strong linear association between the two traits (rvg = 0.95) was expected
(Figure 1).
The trait TFHws is strongly correlated with the genotypic values TCHws (rvg = 0.89)
and TCHns (rvg = 0.79) (Figure 1). If we generalize the results of this experiment in order
to optimize the collection of field data, the stalk weight with and without straw becomes
unnecessary, and only one trait should be chosen to reduce the cost of phenotyping.
The traits SC and FIB were weakly correlated with each other, and had weak to
moderate correlation with the other five traits (Figure 1). According to Ramdoyal and Badaloo
(2007), despite a negative or weak correlation between sucrose and fiber content, which may
be due to pleiotropic genes or genetic linkage, it is possible to select clones with an acceptable
percentage of sucrose content and high fiber content.

Figure 1. Correlation between genotypic values (u + g ) (rvg) between the following traits: weight of 10 stalks
with straw (W10Sws), weight of 10 stalks with no straw (W10Sns), tons of cane per hectare with straw (TCHws),
tons of cane per hectare with no straw (TCHns), sucrose content (SC), fiber percentage (FIB), and tons of fiber
per hectare with straw (TFHws). On the main diagonal are histograms of distribution; at the top of the matrix are
the correlation coefficients between genotypic values; and on the lower diagonal is the graphical dispersion and
regression line.
Genetics and Molecular Research 16 (1): gmr16019535
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In view of the strong correlation of TCHns with the other traits, except for FIB and
SC, these three traits were chosen to underlie the indices presented in Table 2.
In the direct selections (DS), the selection for SC obtained the highest total sum of
gain per selection (22.13%), occupying the sixth position, and the selection gain for TCHns
was 18.47% (Table 2). The direct selection for SC resulted in a positive indirect gain for
TCHns (6.16%), although the indirect gain for FIB was practically zero (-2.5%) (Table 2).
Table 2. Selection gains (SG) and ranking of the sums of selection (Rank) for direct selection and by different
indices for tons of cane per hectare with no straw (TCHns), percentage of apparent sucrose contained in
sugarcane (SC), and fiber percentage (FIB) in 220 energy cane clones, at a selection rate of 10%.
Selection

TCHns

SC

WI.PROP1
SH.PROP
SH.H
MM.GSD
SH
DS.SC
MM.H
MM
SH.CGV
WI.CGV
WI.H
WI
PB.GSD
SH.GSD
DS.TCHns
WI.GSD
MM.PROP
PB.CGV
PB.H
PB.W1
PB.PROP
DS.FIB
MM.CGV

17.15
16.14
21.68
22
22
6.16
7.31
8.93
22.18
22.26
22.26
22.26
10.38
22.18
22.27
22.27
1.55
-0.52
0.15
0.15
-1.86
-3.17
-16.56

12.22
14.94
4.44
2.99
2.99
18.47
11.06
8.63
1.94
1.05
1.05
1.05
4.54
1.68
0.63
0.63
11.22
8.68
3.59
3.59
5.47
-3.9
-15.03

SG(%)

FIB

Sum

Rank

-0.34
-2.4
-2.56
-2.4
-2.4
-2.5
3.7
4.26
-2.75
-2.53
-2.53
-2.53
5.83
-3.11
-2.62
-2.62
4.47
6.33
7.91
7.91
7.47
8.66
3.19

29.03
28.68
23.56
22.59
22.59
22.13
22.07
21.82
21.37
20.78
20.78
20.78
20.75
20.75
20.28
20.28
17.24
14.49
11.65
11.65
11.08
1.59
-28.4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Direct selection (DS), Smith and Hazel (SH), Mulamba and Mock (MM), Williams (WI), Pesek and Baker (PB).
Weights/desired gains equal to: genetic standard deviation (GSD); coefficient of genetic variation (CGV), weight =
1 (W1), broad-sense heritability (H), and ratio of the highest mean (PROP).
1

The second-best performance in the sum of direct selection was obtained for TCHns
(20.28), while the percentage of selection gain for TCHns was the highest (22.27%) of the
three agronomic traits studied in the three direct selections (Table 2). With the direct selection
for TCHns, the gain by indirect selection was practically zero (0.63%) for SC and negative for
FIB (-2.62%) (Table 2).
The summary of the direct selection gains for FIB had the worst performance, ranking
second-to-last of all sums of selection gains (1.59%) with a selection gain for FIB of 8.66%
(Table 2). The indirect selection gains for FIB were negative for TCHns (-3.17%) and SC
(-3.9%) (Table 2).
For comparison of the selection gains obtained by all tested indices, it is important
to observe, primarily, the direct selection for each trait. In direct selection, the maximum
amount of direct gain for each trait is known, so the ideal index for simultaneous selection
must combine the closest possible gains of the direct gains from the direct selections (Table 2).
In Table 2, the six best-ranked selection strategies allowed gains for TCHns and SC.
However, these strategies also induced negative or low gains for FIB (-2.9 to -0.34%). For
Genetics and Molecular Research 16 (1): gmr16019535
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selection strategies 9 to 16 (ranking shown in Table 2), with the exception of 13, the gains of
all were high only for TCHns (22.18-22.27%). Strategies 17 to 21 induced gains for the traits
SC (3.59-11.22%) and FIB (4.47-7.47%) (Table 2).
According to Silveira et al. (2015a), selection for fiber content in energy cane families
cannot be efficient if the levels of tons of cane per hectare are low, and in the selection for
energy cane type I, the sugar content should also be maintained at the level of a conventional
cultivar.
The selection gains obtained for the traits SC, FIB, and TCHns using the indices
of Mulamba and Mock without estimated weights, Mulamba and Mock with economic
weights equal to heritability, and Pesek-Baker with desired gains equal to the standard genetic
deviation were better distributed (Table 2), and these are therefore the recommended indices
for selection of energy cane type I.
The relationship between the clones selected by the selection strategies examined
in this study can be observed by the coefficient of coincidence (CC) in the representation
in Figure 2, where the greater the circumference and the closer to the dark blue color, the
higher the relationship (Figure 2). The indices WI.PROP and SH.PROP (CC > 0.8) obtained
simultaneous gains for TCHns and SC (Table 2). Under the indices MM.GSD, SH.H, SH,
SH.CGV, WI.CGV, WI.H, WI, SH.GSD, SD.THCns, and WI.GSD, the coincidence between
the selected clones was high (CC > 0.9) (Figure 2). These indices provided high gains for
TCHns (Table 2).

Figure 2. Coincidence coefficient (CC) for the clones selected by the following strategies: Direct Selection (DS),
Smith and Hazel (SH), Mulamba and Mock (MM), Williams (WI), and Pesek and Baker (PB). Weights/desired
gains equal to: genetic standard deviation (GSD); genetic variation coefficient (CGV), weight = 1 (W1), broadsense heritability (H), and ratio of the highest mean (PROP) at a selection rate of 10%.
Genetics and Molecular Research 16 (1): gmr16019535
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For the clones selected above 0.59, the results obtained by the indices PB.CGV, PB.H,
PB.W1, PB, PB.PROP, and DS.FIB were coincident and indicated good performance for FIB
(Figure 2 and Table 2). For most of the tested indices, those that were ranked near each other
selected a higher number of equal clones.
Among the direct selections, the coincidence between the selected clones was low,
which was expected in view of the low genotypic correlation coefficients for the traits FIB,
SC, and TCHns (Figures 1 and 2). The most balanced distribution of selection gains for FIB,
SC, and TCHns was obtained by indices MM.H and MM, with a high coincidence between
the selected clones (0.86), although the mean percentage of coincidence with PB.DPG of these
two indices was 0.56 and 0.64, respectively (Table 2 and Figure 2). In view of the gains by the
three indices in all three traits and although a few different clones were selected, it would be
interesting to use all selected clones in the following stages of the program.
Although few clones were selected simultaneously in the three direct selections, of the
32 different clones selected by the three selection indices with most balanced distribution, 24
were also selected by the direct selections (Figure 3). Of the 49 full-sib families evaluated in
this experiment, 18 were represented, with 32 selected clones (Figure 3).
The clones PRBIO53 and PRBIO143 were advanced to the next cycle based on direct
selections for TCHns and FIB and for the indices of Mulamba and Mock without estimated
weight, Mulamba and Mock with weight based on heritability, and Pesek and Baker with gains
based on the genetic standard deviation (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Network diagram of the relationship between the clones selected by direct selection for tons of cane
per hectare with no straw (DS.TCHns), sucrose content (DS.SC), and fiber percentage (DS.FIB) and the indices
of Mulamba and Mock without estimated weight (MM), with economic weight equal to heritability (MM.H), and
Pesek and Baker with the desired gains equal to the genetic standard deviation (PB.GSD), at a selection rate of 10%
for each index for energy cane clones.
Genetics and Molecular Research 16 (1): gmr16019535
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The 32 clones were selected by direct selection and by the three selection indices with
the most balanced selection gains (Figure 3). None of the clones selected by direct selection for
FIB was selected by direct selection for SC (Figure 3). The clones PRBIO110 and PRBIO37
were selected coincidentally by direct selection for SC and TCHns, but were not selected by
any index due to the low percentage of FIB (@11%) (Figures 3 and 4).
It was possible to detect individual clones with good overall performance, such as
PRBIO203 (13% SC, 140.63 TCHns, and 16.28% FIB), PRBIO116 (11% CP, 17.65% FIB,
and 127.39 TCHns), and PRBIO148 (11% CP, 16.27% FIB, and 122.65 TCHns) (Figure 4).
According to Silveira et al. (2015b), cultivars of energy cane type 1 with sucrose contents
maintained at levels around 13% and fiber contents around 17% would be able to meet the
current demands of the sugarcane industry (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Performance of 32 sugarcane clones selected by the indices of Mulamba and Mock without estimated
economic weight, Mulamba and Mock with economic weight equal to the heritability, and Pesek-Baker with
expected gain based on genetic standard deviation for sucrose content percentage (SC), fiber percentage (FIB), and
tons of cane per hectare with no straw (TCHns).

Although 32 clones were selected, it is important to note that as reported by Lucius
et al. (2014), mass selection can eliminate clones selected by the indices, as some clones
may have disease symptoms and/or other undesirable traits such as physiological pith
flowering, susceptibility to pests, lodging, or excessively protruding buds; i.e., if necessary,
some previously selected clones can be eliminated. Another important factor is that when a
particular index is chosen, the selection efficiency as well as the estimated heritability depends
on the population to be improved (Pedrozo et al., 2009).
During the subsequent selection phases, genetic parameter estimates become more
accurate because the clones are being evaluated with replications and at several locations. If
the observed behaviors are confirmed, not only the possible cultivars of energy cane type I but
Genetics and Molecular Research 16 (1): gmr16019535
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also the 32 clones selected by the indices of Mulamba and Mock without estimated economic
weight, Mulamba and Mock with economic weight based on heritability, and the Pesek-Baker
index with desired gains based on genetic standard deviation must be crossed with each other
to search for promising energy cane clones in new selection cycles. When selecting these
same clones in the previous cycle (T1 phase), Silveira et al. (2015b) emphasized the need
to cross different clones and the use of reciprocal recurrent selection (RRS) for successful
development of new varieties of energy cane type I and II.
Of the 32 selected clones, only PRBIO41 had a higher sucrose (SC = 13.19%) than
fiber content (FIB = 12.99%) (Figure 4). If the breeding target is the development of varieties
with even higher fiber contents (FIB), a useful strategy could be the selfing of clones, because
de Azeredo et al. (2016) found a higher mean FIB in sugarcane progenies resulting from selfing
(S1) than in their parents. These authors recommended that in addition to direct selection, the
clones could be subjected to a scheme of reciprocal individual recurrent selection of selfed
progenies (RRS-S1) to obtain varieties with higher fiber production.

CONCLUSION
The selection indices of Mulamba and Mock without estimation of the economic
weight, Mulamba and Mock with heritability-based economic weights, and Pesek and Baker
with desired genetic gains based on the genetic standard deviation proved efficient for the
selection of energy cane type I clones.
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